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Liability and 
Responsibility!
Please do not take the advice in this document as 
professional medical advice. This document is meant to 
be a guide to help those who are interested in 
movement and have been cleared by their doctor to do 
the movements shown. Please take care when 
attempting these movements as some of them can be 
advanced. If you do experience any strong and painful 
sensations, please seek medical guidance. By following 
the advice in this document, you are acknowledging that 
you are solely responsible for any injuries you may 
incur. 

I have done the best of my ability to provide 
progressions so that this does not occur, but I ask that 
you take responsibility for your health and wellbeing. 

With that, I hope that this guide helps you achieve your 
goals and acts as a helping hand for your home 
practice. I created this guide to elevate the collective 
level of people’s understanding of how to go about 
training Au de Coluna and Au Trançado I hope you have 
as much fun as I do when trying these moves. 
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My name is Chris “Calado” Rodriguez. I love Capoeira and I 
particularly love this movement. I’ve been training Capoeira 
since 2007 and every day is an opportunity to learn something 
new about music, movement, and myself. I’m very fortunate to 
have found Capoeira. It’s an art form with incredible depth and 
incredible breadth. There are no boundaries and the only limits 
to your growth are your own imagination.

Au de Coluna is one of these elements that keeps calling me 
back. Some people love handstands, others love acrobatics, 
but I love this move! Many friends have asked for advice on 
how to train this move and I made this guide to expand on my 
methodology; for you to learn fast. 

I learned the hard way so that hopefully you won’t have to. I 
sincerely wish you luck on whatever endeavor you are on. If 
your passion is movement, Capoeira, or anything else, I hope 
you gain something meaningful from this guide.

0A Introduction from Calado



What are 
Au De Coluna & Trançado

For those that don’t speak Portuguese, Coluna means 
“spine”. Au de Coluna” generally refers to a broader 
category of movements that involve a combination of 
Ponte (bridge/backbend) and Au (cartwheel). This 
includes movements, such as Au Trançado. The 
combination require some practice, but putting them 
together can be beautiful and challenging.

There are many ways of doing these movements 
incorrectly, which is why I made this guide. Please see 
the videos to the right to see some examples of me 
performing both movements. 

Be aware that not everyone uses the same names to 
describe these movements. You might run into 
someone who does “Au de Coluna”, but does a totally 
different move. This is very normal in the world of 
Capoeira
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=442jbvcLVWI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VemmcSUQBSQ


The Importance of Warming up, 
mobility, and stretching

Play and Stretch

Warm up

After a hard day of training, make 
sure to stretch. Optional is to play 
around with the movement. How 

can you apply au de coluna to your 
practice?

Make sure to warm up before doing 
the more advanced versions of au 
de coluna. Many people, myself 
included, have injured their 
shoulders doing this movement.

Train Progressions

Mobility Work

My biggest piece of advice on the 
subject is to stay humble and don’t 

be afraid to stay on a particular 
progression for an extended period 

of time. 

One of the important parts about 
learning this move is that so much 
of it depends on your shoulders. For 
this reason, it’s important to improve 
the mobility and stability of your 
shoulder. In the appendix, I give a 
small routine that can be used. 

0C



Course Trajectory

Lesson in
Proprioception

Foundations Movement Riddle

Learning the Au

- Beginner variation
- Full Variation

The Meat

Learning Au de Coluna

- Beginner variation
- Full Variation

The Potatoes

Learning Au Trancado

- Beginner Variation
- Full Variation

Exercise RoutinesAppendix



Beginner Au 
(cartwheel)
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If cartwheels feel “scary”, then that is your first 
step. Do your Au at a closed angle to start. This 

progression is especially helpful for people 
who have difficulty lifting their legs off the 
ground. In the video, you can see that the 

cartwheel is done at a closed angle. To 
progress, slowly  increase the angle of the Au 

until you successfully are able to move laterally.

If you already have the confidence to do a 
cartwheel, then feel free to skip to the next 

page.  

Start

Finish

← Click the Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QadYcY51754&t=273


Au (Cartwheel)
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The key to unlocking au de coluna is to do a 
cartwheel (au) in a straight line. The first step 

is to perform the cartwheel with the feet 
gliding across the floor to start.  As you get 

more comfortable, add a small jump. Add 
more force to the jump until your legs can 

travel over your upper body.

You know you’re ready for step 3 (yes, step 
3) when you can perform your au with all 
hands and feet landing on a straight line. 
You can use a piece of tape as a “straight 

line” for reference. 

Gif of Au

Start Finish

← Click the Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QadYcY51754&t=382


Cartwheel 
Movement Riddle
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The right hand comes down to 
the floor as the left foot lifts up. 

1
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Proprioception - awareness of the position and 
movement of the body. The central nervous 
system integrates proprioception and other 

sensory systems such as vision and the 
vestibular system to create an overall 

representation of body position, movement, 
and acceleration. 

This movement puzzle will train our 
proprioception as it relates to au de coluna. 

This way, we create a strong mind/body 
connection and familiarity when doing the full 

movement.

Start

Finish

← Click the Video

The starting position is as 
shown in the video and 
diagram, not from standing like 
with a normal cartwheel. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QadYcY51754&t=411


Au de Coluna
Easy Variation
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A big step from the normal au. A word of advice, 
don’t worry about the “bending” part of Au de 

Coluna. Keep the spine and legs totally straight 
throughout the movement. I made diagrams with 
hand and foot placement because they are more 

important. In the next section I dive deeper into 
how to use the shoulders,

Creating the “L” shape is key in this version of Au 
de Coluna. Use two pieces of tape to make the 

“L” shape as a point of reference 
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Start

Finish

Adjust the difficulty of the 
movement by placing the first hand 
(#3) closer or further away from the 

food #2. Further = more difficult.

← Click the Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QadYcY51754&t=597


The Mechanical Details 
of Au de Coluna03 Protracted shoulders

As the first hand comes down to the ground, the shoulders 
need to come together (retract). The motion of the 
shoulder blades coming together is what brings the 
second hand into the correct position. 

This works for both Au de Coluna and Au Trançado. 
Placing the hands in the correct location and bringing the 
shoulders together is 80% of both movements. You will see 
that the positioning of the hands gets harder in the full 
variations. This is where most people get stuck because 
they don’t see how the shoulders play into the movement. 

Again… don’t worry about the backbend in the movement 
for now. Brace your core, and don’t look at the floor. Look 
ahead. Once you can do this variation without looking at 
your hands, you know that you’re getting comfortable with 
the movement. 

Retracted shoulders



Au de Coluna
Full movement

03

You need to jump as little as possible while still 
reaching the hand position in the diagram. If you 

jump too hard, then you’ll just do a normal 
cartwheel. Jump too little, then you’ll land on your 

back. Try jumping harder, and over time ease up 
on how much force you apply to your jump.

As mentioned in the last page, remember to bring 
together the shoulders as the first hand comes 
down. Also, minimize the “bend” as you start to 

train this progression. As this movement becomes 
easier for you, you can allow the thoracic spine 

and shoulder to bend a little.
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Foot starts in the air

Start

Finish

← Click the Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QadYcY51754&t=597


Your Au de Coluna or Trançado 
Needs Work

Here is an in depth analysis of my Au Trançado 
when I was a beginner and after about one year 
of training the movement. The difference is 
pretty big and I break down why that is here. 

I recorded this video live in 2018, breaking down 
why my Au Trançado from 2017. My 2017 Au 
trançado was very poor, and I wanted to provide 
my observations of why that was. There is also a 
video of myself doing the move in 2018 for you 
to see the difference. 

This discussion is meant to help you avoid 
making the same mistakes that I made and get 
some of my general thoughts on the movement.

03.5

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OY1OYxIJRgU


03.5 Scapula not together. 
Jumped into movement as 
seen with high hips. knees 
trying to compensate for 
this by bending.

Zero thoracic extension. 
Shoulders unable to 
extend back enough. 
Trying to compensate with 
lumbar spine.

Left hand needed to land 
behind the right hand. 
About where the red circle 
is located.

(From another 
attempt, but offers a 

good view of the 
problem)

Difficult to land leg behind 
arms without risk of injury. 

Right hand should have 
landed with fingers facing 
the feet.



Right hand lands with 
fingers facing towards feet.

Scapula come together. 
This brings second hand to 
position. Very light jump 
into movement. Jumping 
leg stays straight. Other leg 
stays bent.

Second hand lands behind 
first hand. Limited 
extension at lumbar is 
good.

Some extension at thoracic 
spine and shoulders. 
Something that can 
continue to improve slowly. 
Limited lumbar extension.

Able to leg behind first and 
second hand. Looks pretty 
good!

03.5



Au Trancado
Beginner variation

04

The same principle as with au de coluna. 
The starting position is the same except 

that the opposite leg is in the air at the 
beginning. This makes the movement a 

bit more difficult. The leg in the air will 
push backwards as you hop into the 

movement. Hopping with more force will 
move you laterally. In the more advanced 

variation, we will try to limit this hop as 
much as possible for the movement to 

start and finish in one place.  

1
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5
Foot starts in the air 
for au trancado

Start

Finish

Hop from this foot

0

Your goal is to land the 
second foot behind the 
first foot.

← Click the Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QadYcY51754&t=969


Au Trancado
Full Movement

04

The leg in the air will push backwards as you hop 
into the movement. Our goal is to do the 

movement and displace as little as possible. That 
means limiting lateral movement and finishing the 

movement where we started. Aesthetically 
speaking, this is our goal for Au Trançado.

For most people, there is an element of fear to 
overcome. Going back to Part 02 is helpful with 

reducing your fear. Another tip to eliminating your 
fear is to stay at the beginner variation of this 

movement until it can be done easily and without 
anxiety. 

1
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Hop on this foot
Start

Finish

Foot starts in the air 
for au trancado

← Click the Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QadYcY51754&t=864


Applications
Defense, escape, attack05

Au de coluna (or au trancado) is not just a pretty 
movement. In Capoeira, you can use these floreios to 
escape attacks or set up attacks of your own. It is 
difficult to explain every scenario this applies because 
there is an endless amount. You need to be creative. 
Watch the video for a common scenario where you can 
follow a round kick with Au Trançado. If done properly, 
you can escape from an attack and set up for an attack 
of your own. 

There are many more applications; however, this is 
something for you to train an experiment with. There 
are endless possibilities and this guide provides a 
springboard to get started. 

^ Click the Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QadYcY51754&t=1012


Full Video 

0D
if you want to view 
the full video, you 
can watch it here. 

Please do not share 
the video! With 
anyone. Thanks.

Click the Video → 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QadYcY51754


0E Appendix: 

SHOULDER MOBILITY PROTOCOL (2-3 Days a week)

Name Set/reps description/details

Hang (from pull-up bar or rings) 2 / 30-90 seconds First set  - 30-90 seconds with a pronated grip. 
Second set - 30-90 seconds with supinated grip.

Lacrosse ball into chest 1-2 minutes per side For myofascial release. Move the lacrosse ball across different parts 
of your chest and see what feels best. Increase intensity by doing 
this on the floor in a pronated position.

FRC Swimmers 2 reps  2 reps as shown on video.

Butcher’s block 2-3 sets / 8 reps Start from the kneeling position. One repetition = curling and 
extending the arms.

Scapular Wall slides 2 sets / 12-15 Keep spine neutral and shoulders from rotating forward. 
Maintain contact of the elbows and wrist with the wall.

Shoulder Dislocations 2 sets / 12 reps Can use elastic bands or a pole for this.

Hand on wall leans 2 sets / 60-120 seconds Use this after working on au de coluna. 
Keep the intensity of the stretch low to moderate.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7-IGOazn14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFl6XnCI9KI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OhhaK3nDbbA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SoC1P-Aoywk
https://youtu.be/vP8YmmRMz6I?t=115
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SdoCqcNfLx0


0E Appendix:  
AU DE COLUNA WARM UP (prior to training)

Name Set/reps description/details

General warm up 5-10 min Whatever you enjoy doing to increase your heart rate. Swimming, 
running, jumping jacks are examples.

Shoulder Rotations 2 set / 20 reps Rotate the shoulders while standing. Make sure to go through a full 
range of motion up, down, forward, and back.

Quadruped Shoulder pushups 1 sets / 20 reps First set  - 30-90 seconds with a pronated grip. 
Second set - 30-90 seconds with supinated grip.

FRC Swimmers 3 reps  2 reps as shown on video.

Cat/Cow 1 sets / 30 reps During “cat” try to bring your stomach to your back. During cow, bring 
the shoulders together.

Cobra Pose 2 sets / 30 seconds Make sure to squeeze the glutes.

https://youtu.be/QadYcY51754?t=54
https://youtu.be/QadYcY51754?t=190
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFl6XnCI9KI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0evc3aPUUro
https://youtu.be/gWpUTLghv_0?t=26


0E Appendix: 
AU DE COLUNA Workout BEGINNER

Name Set/reps description/details

Beginner Au 20 / 1 set (10 each side) The foundation of the foundation. 

Au Normal 20 / 1 set (10 each side) If the cartwheel is not easy, the more advanced moves will not shine 
through.

Movement Puzzle 5 reps each side / 2 sets The more you are able to reach the hand through. 

Au de Coluna
Easy Variation

5 reps each side / 2 sets Minimize any “bending”. 

Au Trancado
Easy Variation

5 reps each side / 2 sets Minimize any “bending”.



0E Appendix: 
AU DE COLUNA Workout INTERMEDIATE

Name Set/reps description/details

Au 20 / 1 set (10 each side) This is the foundation. This drill is critical, even at the highest levels 
of cartwheel training. Practice this often. 

Movement Puzzle 5 reps each side / 2 sets The more you are able to reach the hand through. 

Au de Coluna
Easy Variation

5 reps each side / 2 sets Minimize any “bending”. 

Au de Coluna Full Movement 5 reps each side / 2 sets Some bending will be needed. Displace as little as possible.

Au Trancado
Easy Variation

5 reps each side / 2 sets Minimize any “bending”.

Au de coluna + Movement X 1-2 sets / 20-30 seconds Time to get creative again. Follow Au de Coluna with any movement 
that you enjoy.



0E Appendix: 
AU DE COLUNA Workout ADVANCED

Name Set/reps description/details

Au 20 / 1 set (10 each side) This is the foundation. This drill is critical, even at the highest levels 
of cartwheel training. Practice this often. 

Movement Puzzle 6 reps each side / 2 sets The more you are able to reach the hand through. 

Au de Coluna Full Movement 5 reps each side / 3 sets Increase bending at shoulders and thoracic spine. Minimize lumbar 
bending.

Au Trancado Full Movement 5 reps each side / 3 sets Hopping should be as minimal as possible. This will increase the 
requirement to bend at the shoulders and thoracic spine. As with Au 
de Coluna, minimize lumbar bending.

Movement X + Au de coluna 5 minutes Time to get creative. Follow any movement you enjoy with Au de 
Coluna. Take your time and think the movements through.

Au de coluna + Movement X 5 minutes Time to get creative again. Follow Au de Coluna with any movement 
that you enjoy. Take your time and think the movements through.



Share 
your 

progress

@ us on any videos you post. Use 
@Dende_arts for any instagram or 

facebook related content

Dende Arts Ecosystem

Website: Dendearts.com

Instagram: @dende_arts

Youtube: Dende Arts

Reach out

For comments or questions, 
reach out to Calado at 

dende.arts@gmail.com
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